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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Geographical variables are usually not independent of each other.
Hence, it is necessary to investigate the effect of interactions among
explanatory variables on a response variable to characterize spa
tially enhanced or weakened relationships among all variables. The
geographical detector (GD) model identifies zones for each expla
natory variable, divides the study area into spatial units by over
lapping these zones, and quantifies spatial associations as the
power of interactive determinant (PID) between a response variable
and explanatory variables. Consequently, the PID values depend
upon the distributions of explanatory variables (i.e. spatial charac
teristics) and the subsequent division of spatial units out of these
explanatory variables. This study has therefore proposed an
Interactive Detector for Spatial Associations (IDSA) to optimize
spatial division and improve PID. IDSA utilizes spatial autocorrela
tion of each explanatory variable and optimizes spatial units based
on spatial fuzzy overlay to compute PID. We test the IDSA on both
a simulation study and practical case that analyzes road deteriora
tion in Australia. Results showed that the IDSA model could effec
tively assess the PID while existing GD overestimated PID. Hence,
the IDSA improves the GD with refined spatial units based on
explanatory variables to enhance their local spatial associations
with a response variable.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Spatial associations of geographical variables
Accurately discovering spatial association, which is the degree of similarity between
spatial distribution patterns of a response variable and its potential explanatory variables,
is essential for the exploration of geographical factors (Goodchild et al. 1992,
Fotheringham and Rogerson 2013). Spatial associations are generally constructed based
on geo-referencing, which is the process of determining the relationships between
geographical locations and the attributes at the given locations (Goodchild et al. 2007).
Methods for examining spatial associations can be divided into three method categories
according to geo-referencing. The first category is based on spatial overlay analysis, which
is a fundamental approach in geographical information science in which geographical
variables are overlapped in terms of location-based relations. The variables can be applied
to both raster and vector data. For example, the structure of overlay maps and error
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propagation can be investigated for remote sensing and grid data using Geman and
Geman’s corruption model (Arbia et al. 1998). Similarly, overlay analysis of lines and
polygons can be performed using uniform spatial grid indexing (Wang et al. 2015), and
an overlay error propagation process can be used to consider positional errors and the
error propagation law (Shi et al. 2004).
The second category of methods indicates that the spatial autocorrelation of variables
plays a critical role in spatial association. As a unique characteristic of spatial data, spatial
autocorrelation measures the presence of spatial pattern variations of a geographical
variable observed at a range of locations across space (Haining 2015a, 2015b). During
variable exploration, spatial autocorrelation can be presented either as spatial neighbor
relations, spatial lag effects, or space-weighted matrices. Examples of such models include
spatial lag models, spatial error models (Anselin 2013, Anselin et al. 2010), spatial Bayesian
hierarchical models (Haining 2003), and geographically weighted regression (GWR)
(Fotheringham et al. 1998, 2003) and improved GWR models, such as multiscale GWR
(Fotheringham et al. 2017, Yu et al. 2019a), geographically weighted Poisson regression
(Nakaya et al. 2005, Yu and Peng 2019), as well as geographically and temporally weighted
regression (Huang et al. 2010).
The third category of methods quantifies spatial associations based on spatial hetero
geneity, such as in geostatistical models and the geographical detector (GD) model. For
instance, regression kriging and co-kriging explore spatial associations with the support
of the spatial heterogeneity of geographical variables that is quantified with spatial
variograms and co-variograms under second-order stationarity (Goovaerts 1997, Hengl
et al. 2004, Garrigues et al. 2006). The geo-additive model has been developed to merge
the kriging model with nonparametric additive models, which are built using a set of
penalized spline regressions to account for the nonlinear relationships between variables
(Kammann and Wand 2003, Yu et al. 2019b). Kriging models have also been improved by
integrating machine learning algorithms during spatial trend modeling (Li et al. 2011, Guo
et al. 2015). In addition, the GD model explores spatial associations based on the theory of
spatial stratified heterogeneity, which is a comparison between variance within strata as
determined by geographical variables and those between the strata (Wang et al. 2010,
2016). A spatial association detector (SPADE) is an improvement on the GD model, as it
integrates the spatial characteristics of geographical variables (Cang and Luo 2018).

1.2. Geographical detector (GD) for exploring interaction effects of variables
The GD model explores geographical factors based on the concept of spatial stratified
heterogeneity. The model consists of four components: factor, risk, interaction, and
ecological detectors. The factor detector, as the core part of the model, quantifies the
power of determinant (PD) value of an explanatory variable with a Q value which
compares the variance of observations in the stratified variables with that of the whole
space (Wang et al. 2010, Wang and Chen 2018). The GD Q value is calculated as (Wang
et al. 2016):
Pn
QGD ¼ 1

Nk σ2k
Nσ2

k¼1

(1)
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where Nk ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ and σ2k are the number and the statistical population variance of
observations within k, which is the local zone determined by an explanatory variable; and
N and σ2 are the number and population variance of observations for the entire study
area, respectively. Due to its advantages of simpler computation and requiring no
statistical assumptions, the GD model has been widely applied in a variety of fields for
explanatory variable exploration (Ju et al. 2016, Ding et al. 2019, Qiao et al. 2019, Zhao
et al. 2020). In reviewing previous applications of the GD model in the last ten years, the
model has been primarily applied in spatial heterogeneity research, such as the analysis of
patterns and determinants in climate and environment, land use, pollution and human
health, and water issues (Song et al. 2020a). According to the statistics of the GD website
(http://www.geodetector.cn), the model has been cited in more than 1000 papers.
Over the past decade, a series of efforts has been made to improve the GD model. First,
spatial data discretization methods were developed as an effective extension of the GD
model, which include supervised methods, in which continuous variables are cut with
given statistical regulars such as natural or quantile breaks, and unsupervised methods,
where breaks were manually determined (Cao et al. 2013, 2014, Bai et al. 2020). Optimal
spatial discretization methods could be determined using maximum Q values (Song et al.
2018, 2020a) or by tracking the variation trends of the Q values (Cang and Luo 2018).
Second, spatial scale effects were added to the GD model for improving multi-scale
analysis, as well as for selecting the optimal spatial scales of explanatory variables (Ju
et al. 2016, Song et al. 2020a). Lastly, the spatial dependence of geographical variables was
integrated into the GD model. For example, in the SPADE model, the spatial dependence
of the variables was characterized using spatial autocorrelation measures (Cang and Luo
2018).
Geographical variables are not usually independent from each other. Hence, it is
desirable to use the interaction of variables that have interaction effects to quantify
spatial associations between a given response variable and its associated explanatory
variables, a value otherwise known as the power of interactive determinant (PID). Herein,
the ‘interaction of variables’ refers to the spatial overlay of variables, and ‘interaction
effects’ indicate the types of spatial associations or the PID, including the spatially
enhanced, weakened, or independent relationships between data in which the joint
effects are greater than, less than or equal to the sum of individual effects, respectively
(Lavrakas 2008, Ren et al. 2014, Ju et al. 2016, Ding et al. 2019, Bai et al. 2019, Zhou et al.
2020). In the GD model, the PID can be estimated using an interaction detector (GD-ID)
model. The GD-ID model can be used to quantify whether two individual variables have
enhanced, weakened, or independent effects on a given response variable (Wang et al.
2010). The GD-ID model identifies zones for each explanatory variable, divides the study
area into spatial units by overlapping these zones across all explanatory variables, and
quantifies spatial associations as the PID between a response variable and explanatory
variables within individual spatial units. Consequently, the PID value depends upon how
each explanatory variable distributes over space (i.e. spatial characteristics) and the
subsequent discretization of spatial units out of these explanatory variables.
Although GD-ID can be used to examine the interaction effects of variables, limitations to
its application do exist. For example, the spatial intersection approach is commonly used for
spatial overlay, but this application is known to generate numerous finely divided overlay
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zones with few or even no observations. Particularly, this phenomenon would be severe in the
case of there being more than two explanatory variables and would cause observations with
similar geographical features, which should belong to an individual zone, than being divided
into multiple zones. This would further lead to a biased estimation of the PID, in which the
estimated PID would be higher or lower than the true value due to missing information and
limited processing of estimation methods (Calonico et al. 2018, Merchant et al. 2020).
Additionally, the characteristics of spatial dependence of the geographical explanatory vari
ables are ignored in the GD-ID model. For example, the SPADE model applies the spatial
dependence of variables in the factor detector that explores the PD of individual variables
(Cang and Luo 2018); however, no knowledge is available regarding the integration of the
spatial dependence of variables in order to assess interaction effects. Such an absence of the
spatial dependence of variables would likely lead to a biased estimation.
To address these gaps, this study has proposed an Interactive Detector for Spatial
Associations (IDSA) model based on spatial heterogeneity to effectively explore interac
tion effects of variables and more accurately quantify the PID. This IDSA model integrates
(i) optimal spatial discretization, (ii) spatial autocorrelation characteristics of variables, and
(iii) the optimal interaction of variables derived from spatial fuzzy overlay with the GD
model. Note that spatial fuzzy overlay is utilized for integrating the uncertainty and
vagueness information of geographical attributes in the overlay to achieve a more reason
able understanding of the interaction effects (Phillips et al. 2011, Kim et al. 2019).
Furthermore, a set of effectiveness evaluation indicators for spatial analysis have also
been developed in order to assess the model’s performance. In this way, the IDSA model
was evaluated by comparing with the GD-ID and SPADE-based interaction detector
(SPADE-ID) to explore interaction effects of variables and quantifying the PID.

2. The Interactive Detector for Spatial Associations (IDSA) model
The IDSA model, developed for exploring interaction effects variables and the PID,
consists of four steps, as shown in Figure 1. The first step is to discretize the spatial
variables using the optimal combinations of discretization methods and break numbers.
The second step is to calculate the PD of individual variables using the SPADE model. The
third step is to identify the optimal interaction of variables with a spatial fuzzy overlay
approach and compute the PID with the consideration of spatial autocorrelations of
variables. The final step is to evaluate the model’s performance in terms of the developed
effectiveness indicators. Each of these steps are explained in the following subsections. An
R ‘IDSA’ package is developed for computation.

2.1. Optimal spatial data discretization
The first step of IDSA is to perform spatial data discretization with optimal parameters,
which have been derived using appropriate strategies. We recommend two applicable
strategies based on the number of observations and practical requirements. Strategy one
is applicable for small amounts of data, for which there is no strict data number threshold
and practical requirements can be considered. The optional spatial discretization methods
include both supervised methods, such as quantile, equal, natural, geometric, and stan
dard deviation breaks, and unsupervised methods. The recommended optional break
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of spatial association analysis using the Interactive Detector for Spatial
Associations (IDSA) model.

number is an integer sequence from 3 to 6 (or so). Then, the optimal combination of
discretization methods and break numbers is such that the highest Q value is computed
using the SPADE model. Strategy two is utilized for a relatively large amount of data. The
recommended break number is an integer sequence from 3 to 22 (or so), and the
discretization method is the quantile break. Here, the Q values are computed for expla
natory variables with all optional parameter combinations. Then, a curve of the 75th
quantile Q values is applied to reveal the PD variation trend of the primary explanatory
variables using a locally estimated scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) model. The LOESS
model is a flexible, nonlinear local regression model suitable for modeling complex
processes without theoretical regression forms (Jacoby 2000, Barco et al. 2020). The
optimal break number is determined to be the point where the increase rate of the
curve is lower than 5%, which is a trade-off between a small break number and high
Q values.

2.2. Power of determinant (PD) of individual variables
The second step is to compute the PD of individual variables using the SPADE Q value. In
the SPADE model, the study area is divided into multiple zones for each individual
variable. Then, the power of spatial determinant (PSD) is defined as a ratio between the
local spatial variance of the variable-determined overlay zones and the entire study area
(Cang and Luo 2018):
Pn
k¼1 Nk τ k
θ¼1
(2)
Nτ
where Nk ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ and τk are the number of observations and spatial variability in
zone k, respectively, and N and τ are the total number of observations and global spatial
variability. The spatial variance is defined as the mean of the spatially weighted crossproduct of the spatial autocorrelation measures to the present characteristics of the
geographical variables:
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PP
i
j�i
τ¼ PP
i

wij Gij

j�i

wij

(3)

where wij is an element of the spatially weighted matrix between locations i and j, and Gij
is the attribute similarity between the two locations. Here, Gij is presented as the semi�2
squared difference 12 xi xj , where x is the observation at a given location, and
assumptions of spatial autocorrelation should be satisfied. Finally, the SPADE Q value is
a ratio of PSD values between a response variable and explanatory variables:
QSPADE ¼

θr
θe

(4)

where θr and θe are PSD values of response and explanatory variables, respectively, in
which θe is used to adjust biases due to the missing information during spatial
discretization.

2.3. Power of interactive determinant (PID)
The third step aims to identify the optimal interaction of explanatory variables and
compute the PID. This stage consists of three key components: (i) the spatial fuzzy overlay
of the overlapping variables, (ii) identification of the optimal interaction of variables via an
iteration process, and (iii) computing the PID with the consideration of certain spatial
autocorrelation characteristics of the variables.

2.3.1. Spatial fuzzy overlay
The spatial fuzzy overlay is a process of overlapping geographical variables in terms of
their fuzzy relations across space (Zadeh 1973, Yu et al. 2018, Bustince et al. 2010). These
fuzzy relations assume that the geographical variables are related to one another to some
extent (Dubois and Prade 1983), and are quantified using fuzzy membership functions. Let
m be the number of geographical explanatory variables for generating a spatial interac
tion variable, and fuzzy membership functions, presented as fuzzy numbers, be equal to
the normalized mean risk values derived from the risk detector in the GD model:
½ fn ðX1 Þ

fn ðX2 Þ . . .

fn ðXm Þ � ¼ gð½ ηðX1 Þ ηðX2 Þ . . . ηðXm Þ �Þ

(5)

where Xi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; mÞ is an explanatory variable, fn ðXi Þ is the fuzzy number, ηðXi Þ are
mean risk values, and gðÞ is a normalization function:
gð X Þ ¼

X minð X Þ
maxð X Þ minðX Þ

(6)

The mean risk values are the mean values of the response variable in the spatial overlay
zones, which are determined by explanatory variables, where continuous variables should
be discretized (Wang et al. 2016). Therefore, fuzzy numbers can demonstrate fuzzy
relations between variables.
The integration of fuzzy numbers which represent the fuzzy relations of the variables is
performed to estimate the combined fuzzy number of the interaction of variables. The
integration process is computed with the fuzzy AND operator, which can help identify the
least common geographical configurations from the fuzzy number variables:
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(7)

where ‘ \ ’ denotes the spatial overlay process and X1 \ X2 \... \ Xm is the interaction of
variables. Thus, the overlay zones of variables with the interaction effects are determined
by the fuzzy number of the overlay variable.

2.3.2. Estimation of the PID
The PSD of an interaction of explanatory variables (PSD-IEV) is calculated as a ratio between
the sum of the local spatial variance at overlay zones of individual variables with interaction
effects and the sum of the global spatial variability of the individual variables:
Pm Pni
N τ
i¼1
Pmk¼1 i;k i;k
φ¼1
(8)
i¼1 Ni τ i
where Ni;k ði ¼ 1; . . . ; m; k ¼ 1; . . . ; ni Þ is the number of observations at zone k for an
individual variable Xi , which has interaction effects with other variables; τi;k is the local
spatial variance; and Ni and τ i are the number of observations and global spatial
variability of variable Xi , respectively. The spatial variance τ is calculated with equation
(3) to capture the characteristics of the geographical variables using spatial autocorrela
tions. Finally, to adjust biases due to the missing information during spatial discretiza
tion, the PID value is calculated as a ratio between the PSD value of a response variable
and the PSD-IEV value:
QIDSA ¼

θr
φ

(9)

The range of the PID value is between 0 and 1.

2.3.3. Identification of the optimal interaction of variables
The identification of the optimal interaction of variables is an iteration process, in
which one of the optional variables will be added to the spatial fuzzy overlay
process at each iteration until the optimal interaction of variables is derived. The
initial variable of the iteration is an individual variable with the highest SPADE
Q value. Optionally, the initial variables can be variables with the first, second or
third highest SPADE Q values. Then, one of the other optional variables is added to
perform the spatial fuzzy overlay. The PID of the updated explanatory variables with
interaction effects is then computed using equation (9) and the outcome yields the
value of Qi . In this stage, the added variable should help find the maximum Q value
of the updated interaction of variables. The next stage is to justify if more variables
should be added to generate the optimal interaction of variables. If Qi > Qi 1 , the
updated interaction of variables is optimal. If Qi � Qi 1 , a different optional variable
should be added which allows for the maximum Q value of the updated interaction
of variables. Once the optimal interaction of variables is produced, the PID of the
variables with the optimal interaction can be computed using equation (9). In
addition to the iteration method used in this study, another approach is to identify
the optimal interaction from all possible interactions of variables, but it is timeconsuming for large datasets.
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2.4. Model performance evaluation
This study also proposes a set of model performance evaluation indicators to assess the
effectiveness of the models for exploring factors or explanatory variables with interaction
effects. These indicators are used to examine whether the model can identify spatial
stratified heterogeneity with a minimum number of variables, as well as to determine
significantly different spatial overlay zones. Model performance is evaluated by the
following four indicators.
The first indicator is the number of individual explanatory variables used for examining
the interaction effects. We assume that a more effective model for exploring interaction
effects of variables should use fewer spatial explanatory variables.
The second indicator is the percentage of finely divided zones that are determined by
the interaction of variables. If multiple spatial variables overlap to compute the PID,
numerous overlay zones with only minimal or no observations are likely to be produced.
This phenomenon would lead to a critically biased estimation of the PID, as the sum of the
local spatial variance would be affected by zones with uncertain variance derived from
having only minimal observations. Furthermore, the spatial variance cannot be computed
for zones with only one observation. Thus, a powerful model could essentially reduce the
amount of finely divided zones. In this study, the finely divided zones were defined as
zones with only one observation.
The third indicator is the number of overlay zones. Fewer overlay zones indicate that
the model can more effectively present spatial heterogeneity through the interaction of
variables.
Finally, a t-test is performed to assess if values of the response variable between a pair
of overlay zones are significantly different. The difference between a pair of zones, u and v,
is tested using a t-test approach:
Y� u Y� v
t ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ2u =Nu þ σ2v =Nv

(10)

� σ2 , and N are the mean values, variance, and number of observations in each of
where Y,
the two zones, respectively. Then, the percentage of significantly different zone pairs
among all pairs of overlay zones is computed to indicate if a model can effectively identify
the interaction effects of variables.

3. IDSA simulation study
A simulation study was designed to present the general steps of the IDSA model and
evaluate the model’s performance. The simulation study consists of a spatial data simula
tion, IDSA-based interaction effects exploration of variables, and evaluation of the model’s
performance. Three geographical variables with 10 � 8 grids were generated, including
a response variable Y and two explanatory variables Xa and Xb , with the assumptions that
the variables have spatial autocorrelations and that the response and explanatory vari
ables are correlated. The spatial distributions of the simulation data are mapped in
Figure 2.
The IDSA-based interaction effects exploration of variables was performed according
to the steps presented in the methods section. First, the optimal spatial discretization
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Figure 2. Simulation data distributions (a) and optimal spatial discretization (b) using the geographical
detector (GD) (c) and the spatial association detector (SPADE) (d) approaches, respectively.

parameter was identified, and second, the Q values of individual variables were computed
using the SPADE model. As only 80 observations were present, strategy one of the optimal
spatial discretization was used in this step, in which the optional parameter combinations
were formed using the quantile break method and with an integer sequence from 3 to 6.
The PDs of variables derived by the factor detector of the GD and SPADE models are
compared in Figure 2. Results show that when compared with the SPADE-based results,
the PDs of variables were relatively low in the GD model. In the SPADE results, the optimal
break numbers of Xa and Xb were 4 and 4, respectively; however, numbers computed
using the GD model were 5 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the process and results of identifying the interaction effects of the
variables. Figure 3(a) shows the mean risk values of Y due to explanatory variables Xa and
Xb , and Figure 3(b) illustrates the distributions of the respective fuzzy numbers. Figure 3(c)
shows the distributions of the fuzzy overlay, spatial zones determined by the interaction of
variables Xa \ Xb , and regions of predominant variables that were used in the interaction.
The study area was divided into seven zones by the interaction of variables. The last map in
Figure 3(c) demonstrates that variable Xa had more contributions than Xb in the interaction
in the southwest region and had fewer contributions in the northeast region. The results of
the IDSA model are compared with those of the GD-ID and the SPADE-ID. The spatial
overlay of both GD-ID and SPADE-ID were performed with the intersection approach. It
should be noted that SPADE-ID is a direct combination of the spatial intersection of
variables and the SPADE model for computing PID. Table 1 lists the PID of the interaction
(QXa \Xb ) as computed by the GD-ID, SPADE-ID, and IDSA models, and indicates that the PID
of variables with interaction effects were overestimated by the former two models.
The last step was to evaluate model performance using a set of evaluation indicators
(Table 1 and Figure 4). Table 1 lists the number of spatial overlay zones, number of overlay
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Figure 3. Process and results of the IDSA simulation study: mean risks determined by explanatory
variables (a), fuzzy number distributions (b), and fuzzy overlay results (c).
Table 1. Summary of the power of interactive determinant (PID) for the simulation study and zonal
difference test.
Model
GD-ID
SPADEID
IDSA

QXa \ Xb Number of overlay zones Number of overlay zone pairs Ratio of significantly different zone pairs
0.653
20
190
22.11%
0.623
16
120
24.17%
0.597

7

21

42.86%

zones pairs, and ratio of significantly different zone pairs as estimated by the t-test.
Additionally, three finely divided overlay zones (3/20) occurred in the GD-ID model and
one (1/16) occurred in the SPADE-ID model; however, no finely divided zones were found
in the IDSA model. Figure 4 shows a comparison of difference tests for the zone pairs in
the three models, together with the corresponding cumulative significance distributions.
Thus, when compared with GD-ID and SPADE-ID, the IDSA model could identify an
optimal interaction of variables and more effectively capture geographical information
from explanatory variables using spatial heterogeneity analysis.

4. Application in exploring road infrastructure performance factors
4.1. Study area and data
Road network deterioration in Mid-West Gascoyne, Western Australia (WA) is an essential
example of smart and sustainable road infrastructure system management for Australia,
as well as globally. The primary reasons for its significance are its critical location and
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Figure 4. Difference test for the zone pairs determined by the interaction of variables in the GD-ID (a),
SPADE-ID (b), and IDSA (c) models, and corresponding cumulative significance distributions (d).

multiple network functions (Song et al. 2020b). The road network, comprised of 3649 km,
links four of the most important regions in WA, including the northern region which is one
of the largest mineral, oil, and gas production regions in the world, as well as the southern
region which is one of the most globally productive agricultural regions. WA also features
most of the primary Australian ports are located along the Indian Ocean, as well as Perth,
the capital city, which hosts 70% of the WA’s total population (Figure 5). According to
geographical location, the road network can be divided into three parts: the northern,
southern, and eastern roads. This road network can also be used for a performance
evaluation of typical road deterioration, which can be assessed using updated Traffic
Speed Deflectometer (TSD) data for Australia (The Government of Western Australia, Main
Roads Western Australia and ARRB Australia Road Research Board (ARRB) 2018). These
high-resolution TSD data are collected using a heavy-vehicle-based laser scanner system
to accurately monitor the structure, functions, and surface conditions of the roads. Laser
scanner cloud points are collected by the system for every 10-m interval along the road.
This study explored the explanatory variables with interaction effects of road dete
rioration performance in the Mid-West Gascoyne region. In the study, approximately
0.365 million observations of road deflection were collected across the entire main
roads network, where deflection is one of the major indicators of road performance
(Song et al. 2018). The deflection data were preprocessed using a spatial heterogeneitybased segmentation (SHS) model for homogeneous segmentation and for effective road
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Figure 5. Road network in the Mid-West Gascoyne region in Western Australia.

infrastructure management (Song et al. 2020b). The SHS model uses relatively few
segments to present the road performance data, where homogeneity of the data within
the segments and heterogeneity between the segments are high. As a result, 12,594
road segment-based deflection data were generated; and the statistical summaries of
deflection in the three network regions are presented in Figure 5. The mean deflection
in the southern region was higher than that in the northern or eastern regions.
However, the northern region had more high-value outliers, indicating high deteriora
tion risks.
Corresponding to the road segment-based deflection data, three categories of potential
explanatory variables were collected, including traffic vehicle burdens, as well as meteorolo
gical and soil moisture variables, which were converted to road segment data (Table 2). The
masses of the traffic vehicles and heavy vehicles were estimated using a segment-based
regression kriging method with traffic volume monitoring data and estimated individual
vehicle masses from the restricted access vehicles network standard (Song et al. 2019). The
temperature was sourced from a 1-km resolution Land Surface Temperature (LST) MOD11A2
system using a Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Wan et al. 2015).
Precipitation and soil moisture variables, including surface soil moisture, runoff, actual evapo
transpiration, and deep drainage, were sourced from the 1-km resolution Australian Soil
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Table 2. Potential explanatory variables of road infrastructure performance.
Category
Traffic vehicle burden
Meteorological
Soil moisture

Code
tmv
phm
temp
prec
sm
ro
ae
dd

Variable
Annual daily mean total mass of traffic vehicles
Percentage of heavy vehicle masses
Annual mean temperature
Annual mean precipitation rate
Surface soil moisture
Runoff
Actual evapotranspiration
Deep drainage

Unit
ton
%
°C
mm
%
mm
mm
mm

Resources Information System dataset (Johnston et al. 2003, Bureau of Meteorology
Australian Government 2019). Both meteorological and soil moisture data were then con
verted to road segment data.

4.2. Optimal spatial discretization and PD of individual variables
Due to the numerous observations in this case, the optimal spatial data discretization
process (which was strategy two mentioned in the methods section) was used to explore
the optimal discretization parameters. The optional parameters consisted of
a combination of the quantile break method and optional break numbers of an integer
sequence, from 3 to 22. Figure 6 shows the processes of optimal break number selection
for the IDSA model for three regions in the road network. For instance, Figure 6(a) and (b)
show the process in the northern road network. Figure 6(a) shows the SPADE Q values of
the explanatory variables when the discretization break number ranged from 3 to 22,
while Figure 6(b) shows the curves for the LOESS function, which was fitted to the 75th
quantile Q values and the rate of increase. In general, with the increase in break numbers,
Q values gradually increased, meaning that the PD of the variables was enhanced when
more spatial zones were given by the discretized variables. The 75th quantile curve from
the Q values showed an increasing trend. Although this trend increased with the break
numbers, the increasing rate gradually reduced. When the break number was greater than
6, the increasing rate was lower than 5%; thus, 6 was the optimal break number for the
variables in the northern network. Similarly, optimal spatial data discretization was
performed for the explanatory variables in the southern and eastern networks; the results
are listed in Table 3.
To compare the PD estimation for the SPADE and GD models for individual variables,
GD-based optimal spatial data discretization and PD computations were performed. The
results are presented in Figure 7 and Table 3. Similar to the results shown in the simulation
study, the Q values computed by the SPADE model were generally higher than those in
the GD model. This indicates that the PD of the individual variables may have been
underestimated by the GD model.
The PD results for the individual explanatory variables explored using the SPADE model
are presented in Figure 8. For all three regions, traffic vehicle burden variables, especially
the total mass of the vehicles, generally had higher contributions to road performance than
the meteorological and soil moisture variables; however, regional disparities remained. In
the northern region, the total mass of vehicles and percentage of heavy vehicles contrib
uted 42.2% and 31.2%, respectively, followed by runoff, which contributed 29.9%. In the
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Figure 6. SPADE-based PD and optimal spatial data discretization in the northern (a and b), southern
(c and d), and eastern (e and f) road networks.
Table 3. Breaks numbers and PD of optimal spatial data
discretization for explanatory variables.
Region
Northern
Southern
Eastern

Model
GD
SPADE
GD
SPADE
GD
SPADE

Break number
8
6
8
8
16
8

Q0.75
0.229
0.302
0.153
0.231
0.052
0.192

southern region, the total mass of vehicles and percentage of heavy vehicles were still major
variables, contributing 26.4% and 24.7%, respectively. This was followed by temperature,
which contributed 22.6%. In the eastern region, the total mass of vehicles contributed
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Figure 7. GD-based PD and optimal spatial data discretization in the northern (a and b), southern (c
and d), and eastern (e and f) road networks.

22.9%, followed by soil moisture variables, and runoff and deep drainage, which contrib
uted 19.8% and 19.0%, respectively.

4.3. PID and model performance evaluation
The optimal interaction of variables was identified using an iteration process
supported by spatial fuzzy overlay and characterization of the geographical vari
ables using spatial autocorrelations. The process and results of the optimal inter
action effects of variables for the northern, southern, and eastern road networks are
illustrated in Figure 9. For instance, in the northern region, the iteration process
started with the total mass of vehicles, which was the variable with the highest PD,
as explored by the SPADE model. Next, one of the other variables was added to
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Figure 8. PD for the individual explanatory variables explored using the SPADE model in northern (a),
southern (b) and eastern (c) road networks.

Figure 9. Determination of the optimal interaction of variables for the northern (a), southern (b), and
eastern (c) road networks.

assess the interaction of variables using a spatial fuzzy overlay approach. As
a result, the interaction between the total mass of the vehicles and runoff
(tmv \ ro) was the optimal interaction, as it had the highest PID and
Qtmv\ro > Qtmv . Then, one more variable was added to the interaction tmv \ ro,
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which explored the interaction with the highest PID, and was also higher than the
previous PID. This process was repeated in order to determine the overall optimal
interaction of variables until no interaction had a higher PID. Finally, the optimal
interaction of road performance variables in the northern road network was
tmv \ ro \ � \ ae, and its contribution to road performance was computed using
the IDSA model to be 59.1%. This process was also performed for the southern and
eastern road networks; the results showed that the optimal interaction of variables
for the southern and eastern road networks were tmv \ ro \ sm \ phm \ temp,
which contributed 33.9%, and tmv \ temp \ � , which contributed 27.4%.
Compared with evaluating every possible interaction of variables (28 = 256), only
18, 22, and 13 combinations were required in this process of studies in the north
ern, southern and eastern areas, accounting for 7.03%, 8.59% and 5.08% of all
possible combinations, respectively. Thus, the results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the process for identifying optimal interactions of variables in the IDSA model.
Figure 10 shows the distributions of the selected variables with the interaction
effects during spatial fuzzy overlay, as well as the percentages of the variables that
have primary contributions in the fuzzy overlay. This map presents the relative
contributions of the variables that comprised the interaction for each regional road

Figure 10. Distributions of selected variables with interaction effects and percentages of variables that
have primary contributions in the fuzzy overlay.
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network. These are essential for regional deterioration analysis and strategic road
maintenance decision-making.
In this study, the performance of the IDSA model was compared with the GD-ID and
the SPADE-ID models (Table 4). First, the analysis of all three road network regions
demonstrated that the IDSA model could use fewer explanatory variables with interaction
effects to explain the road performance. Among the eight potential explanatory variables,
the IDSA model used only three to five variables for spatial analysis of the three road
networks. This is lower than that required for the other two models.
Second, the IDSA model could effectively adjust the PID overestimation of the inter
action of variables, as derived from the GD-ID model. The overestimation was reduced
between 6.3% and 52.7% in the three regions.
Third, the results also show that in the IDSA model, the interaction of variables had
substantially less spatial overlay zones compared with other models. The overlay zones
determined from the interaction of variables by the IDSA model were only 0.9–3.6% (in
three regions) of those examined by the GD-ID model, and only 4.5–10.7% of those
examined by the SPADE-ID model. It should be noted that fewer overlay zones can
effectively reduce PID estimation errors and critically decrease the amount and probability
of finely divided zones. Figure 11 shows a statistical summary of the observation numbers
in the overlay zones with density plots. In the analysis of both the GD-ID and the SPADE-ID
models, most overlay zones only contained a few observations, resulting in severely
biased PID estimations. Contrastingly, the density curves for the observation numbers
in the overlay zones, as derived from the IDSA model, tended to be bell-shaped, meaning
that most of the values were clustered in the middle sections. Thus, the IDSA model could
effectively reduce estimation errors caused by numerous finely divided zones of the
interaction of variables.
Fourth, due to the significant reduction in the number of overlay zones, the
number of overlay zone pairs simultaneously decreased. The numbers of overlay
zone pairs in the northern, southern, and eastern network analyses were 136, 231,
and 190 in the IDSA-based analysis, respectively. However, for the GD-ID- and
SPADE-ID-based analyses, the numbers of overlay zone pairs were 0.28 million,
0.12 million, and 2.55 million, and 12.6 thousand, 119.8 thousand, and 54.6 thou
sand, respectively.
Fifth, no finely divided zones were present in the IDSA-based spatial analysis for any of
the three regions. Finely divided zones in the GD-ID- and SPADE-ID-based analyses were
21.5–43.5% and 3.8–16.5%, respectively, for the three computed regions.
Finally, the ratios of significantly different (p < 0.05) zone pairs for the IDSA-based
analysis were 49.0–82.4% for the three regions, which was substantially higher than
the ratios in the GD-ID- (14.4–42.7%) and SPADE-ID- (34.8–64.1%) based analyses.
Significantly different probability distributions between the overlay zone pairs are
shown in Figure 12, revealing that the IDSA-based analysis had higher probabilities
of significantly different overlay zone pairs than the other two models. This implies
that greater heterogeneous patterns of the response variables could be identified by
the IDSA-based interaction of explanatory variables. Therefore, all model performance
evaluation indicators demonstrated that the IDSA model is a powerful method for
examining interaction effects of explanatory variables.

22
1276
293
20

0.274

20

190

17
478
409

0.339 22
231
0.579 2257 2,545,896
0.313 331
54,615

136
185,745
119,805

tmv∩ro∩sm∩phm∩temp (5)
Interaction of all variables (8)
tmv∩sm∩temp∩prec∩ae∩ro∩dd
(7)
tmv∩temp∩prec (3)

17
610
490

0.591
0.569
0.381

NOZ without
FDZs6
590
153

tmv∩ro∩prec∩ae (4)
Interaction of all variables (8)
tmv∩ro∩sm∩ae∩temp∩phm (6)

NOZP5
282,376
12,561

PID3 NOZ4
0.631 752
0.527 159

Interaction (NV2)
Interaction of all variables (8)
tmv∩ro∩ae∩prec (4)

190

231
813,450
42,778

136
114,003
83,436

NOZP without
FDZs
173,755
11,628

0.00%

0.00%
43.46%
11.48%

0.00%
21.64%
16.53%

Percentage of
FDZs
21.54%
3.77%

48.95%

65.80%
14.39%
35.20%

82.35%
32.64%
34.87%

RSDZP7
42.70%
64.12%

3.402

2.016
/
2.446

1.929
/
1.068

RSDZP compared with
GD-ID
/
1.502

NO: Number of observations; 2NV: Number of variables; 3PID: Power of interaction determinant; 4NOZ: Number of overlay zones; 5NOZP: Number of overlay zone pairs; 6FDZ: Finely divided
zones, which are overlapped zones with only one observation; 7RSDZP: Ratio of significantly different (sig. < 0.05) zone pairs.

1

Model
GD-ID
SPADEID
IDSA
Southern
GD-ID
(2853)
SPADEID
IDSA
Eastern (5399) GD-ID
SPADEID
IDSA

Region (NO1)
Northern
(4342)

Table 4. Optimal interaction effects of variables and model performance evaluation.
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Figure 11. Density of observation numbers in the overlay zones in the northern (a), southern (b), and
eastern (c) road networks.

Figure 12. Significantly different probability distributions between the overlay zone pairs in the
northern (a), southern (b) and eastern (c) road networks.

5. Discussion
This study proposes an IDSA model to examine spatial associations between
a response variable and explanatory variables with interaction effects and presents
a comprehensive investigative analysis of interaction effects of the variables based
on the spatially stratified heterogeneity theory. The IDSA model had the following
advantages in exploring factors or explanatory variables with interaction effects.
First, the spatial fuzzy overlay process allowed for a more reasonable understanding
of the physical interaction effects of geographical objects compared with that of
spatial intersection process used in the GD-ID model. This is because the spatial
fuzzy overlay could identify common geographical configurations with fuzzy mem
bership functions and integrate the related uncertainty and vagueness information
into the overlay, thereby achieving a more reasonable understanding of the inter
action effects of the objects. Local geographical primary variables were identified
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within the interaction of the variables, which was helpful for learning about the
trade-offs of the geographical variables during spatial overlay. This concept is
significantly important for understanding the nature and interaction of geographi
cal variables. In recent research, diverse multi-variable regression models and
machine learning algorithms have been developed to address geographical issues;
however, the investigation of interaction of geographical variables has been lim
ited. Therefore, the IDSA model provides a reasonable solution for characterizing
the interaction of geographical variables for examining explanatory variables. It also
provides an innovative concept of the interaction effects of variables that can be
integrated into other models, such as machine learning algorithms and regression,
Bayesian, and geostatistical models.
Additionally, IDSA is effective in dealing with the interaction effects of variables. For
example, the IDSA-based optimal interaction of variables was able to use the least
numbers of explanatory variables, spatial overlay zones, and finely divided zones to
explain a response variable. Further, the overlay zones determined by the interaction of
variables could identify greater heterogeneous patterns of the response variables, com
pared with the spatial intersection-based interaction detector models. These greater
heterogeneous patterns were presented as indicators of a low percentage of finely
divided zones and a high ratio of significantly different overlay zone pairs. This means
that the interaction of variables derived from the IDSA model revealed more heteroge
neity of the geographical variables than did those derived from the GD-ID or the SPADE-ID
models.
This research did feature certain limitations. Firstly, the fuzzy AND operator was
used for computing the spatial fuzzy overlay of the variables in terms of the physical
processes of the interactions with the geographical variables. However, multiple
other innovative fuzzy operators exist which could also be tested to improve accu
racy. In this study, we tested a few other operators that have similar fuzzy AND
characteristics, such as fuzzy sum, fuzzy product, and fuzzy gamma operators.
However, the results were not reasonable from the perspective of physical interac
tions with the geographical attributes, and more estimation bias was present. Thus,
we recommend that further innovative fuzzy operators should be developed to
optimize the spatial fuzzy overlay process. Moreover, it is recommended to develop
more effective methods for identifying the optimal interaction effects of variables
based on the strategy in the IDSA model. Finally, we highly recommend that
researchers attempt to integrate the IDSA model, or its concepts, with other models
to examine spatial associations and explore explanatory variables in order to improve
overall modeling accuracy and effectiveness. This includes machine learning algo
rithms and regression, Bayesian, and geostatistical models. It is also recommended to
compare the results of variable exploration using the IDSA model with that of other
models, such as machine learning algorithms and models developed with the con
siderations of statistical inference instead of geo-referencing, such as multivariable
regression, nonlinear regression, and the maximum entropy model. Comparison
studies should be performed for various types of spatial data, such as point-based,
line segment-based, areal and raster data.
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6. Conclusion
This study developed an IDSA model based on spatial heterogeneity in order to
quantify the PID more accurately and improved the understanding of the interaction
effects of geographical variables. Both a simulation and practical case study were
utilized to showcase the calculation processes, results, and performance of the IDSA
model. Results demonstrate that the IDSA model is a powerful tool for examining the
spatial associations between a response variable and its associated explanatory vari
ables with interaction effects. Compared with the GD model, which ignores charac
teristics of spatial dependence, the IDSA model characterizes the spatial
autocorrelations of variables to more accurately assess the PD of individual variables.
Further, the IDSA model uses spatial fuzzy overlay and the process of identifying
optimal interaction effects of variables to then estimate the PID. Compared with GDID and SPADE-ID, the IDSA model could improve the accuracy and effectiveness of
estimating the PID while requiring fewer variables of spatial interaction, a significantly
reduced number of finely divided zones, substantially less interaction zones, and
a higher ratio of significantly different zone pairs. We therefore highly recommended
that the IDSA model, and its concepts, be applied and integrated into studies of
spatial analysis.
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